
Utra Aluminum™ Privacy, Utra™ Vinyl Privacy and Utra™ Louvered Privacy 
systems are off ered in a variety of widths and heights to meet your 
requirements. Manufactured with Ultra’s high strength, aluminum alloy is 
as strong as steel, but will never rust. Our 6005-T5 alloy has a minimum
strength of 35,000 psi.

Three designs of privacy fencing now come in extra-strength aluminum.

Ultra Aluminum™

 Privacy Panels

ULTRAFENCE.COM          

Ultra™ Louvered Privacy Fencing Ultra Aluminum™ Privacy Fencing Ultra™ Vinyl Privacy Fencing

Ultra™ Louvered Privacy, with welded 
aluminum louvers, are off ered in 6′ 
wide by 4′, 5′ and 6′ high sections, 
and can be fashioned into single, 
double or drive gates. 

An all-aluminum privacy fence with 
a Limited Warranty. As strong as 
steel, but will never rust. Ultra 
Aluminum™ Privacy won’t rack and 
wobble. It is designed to last for 
years and years without the worry 
of ongoing maintenance.

Ultra™ Vinyl Privacy is are off ered 
in 8′ wide by 6′ high sections, with 
3" or 4" posts. Ultra™ Vinyl Privacy 
comes in fi ve frame colors, and is 
designed to fi t any standard ⅞" x 6"
T&G vinyl board. 

Privacy, with the Strength of Ultra Aluminum.™
,

It’s the ideal privacy panel for a residential, commercial or industrial application, as patio or balcony screening, 
to contain or shield air conditioning equipment, dumpsters, pipes, and electrical systems. Ultra Aluminum™ Privacy 
fencing is designed to last for years and years without the worry of ongoing maintenance.



Ultra  Aluminum™ Privacy Fencing

Ultra Aluminum™ Privacy Panels

Ultra’s high strength, 
aluminum alloy is as strong as 
steel, but will never rust. Our 
6005-T5 alloy has a minimum 
strength of 35,000 psi.

Our advanced powder 
coatfi nish meets AAMA 
2604  allowing us to 
produce a high-quality, 
long-lasting fi nish.

Textured Finishes Ultra Aluminum Alloys

Ultra™ Louvered Privacy Fencing

Strong. Architecturally-Pleasing. 
The Ultra Aluminum™ privacy panel system is supported with Ultra’s Limited Warranty. You won’t fi nd many privacy 
railing panel systems with this amazing combination of attributes. You can’t get it with wood, plain vinyl or steel. It 
must be Ultra Aluminum™ privacy panels. 
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• Low-Maintenance Aluminum
• Never Needs Painting
• Won’t Rust, Rot, Crack or Peel
• Limited Warranty

Visit our website for more information and a copy of the warranty.   
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